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 ive played the demo of the game with one of my friend at his place and i was awesome. he was quite surprised at how many
stuff he could see with only the unmodded game. coD 2 - heres my setup.. (not nvidia SLI or anything like that, its not that

powerful) 2x200 ghz 8 gigs so the game ran kinda fast? slower then what i thought, maybe i wasnt looking closely enough but
the fps was very smooth and i was indeed surprised with how well it runs. gameplay was about the same as the demo. imo the

story was way better than the demo. call of duty 2 - ed, not setup 2x 160 ghz 4 gigs and this one was absolutely amazing, i
started playing the game and my friend had to go and grab something. the game runs so smooth. i couldnt believe how fast the

game is. gameplay is probably better than the 1st call of duty. the story is a bit different, and even though i didnt notice it at first
i like it alot better. the gameplay is not too bad, a bit of an fps hickup here and there but you get used to it. the sound is nice but
not as good as the 1st call of duty, yeah the 1st one, its an amazing game. i remember playing it at beta with the dev and testing

it with only the beta servers. we used to get the preorder codes and play with them. ____________________________
__________________ What a cruel power...I say unto you that if you have the power to create life, you have the responsibility
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to fill it with more beauty than ugliness. From now on, I alone will create the worlds, and you will be the hero of this new planet.
CoD2 used more or less the same settings as CoD1 did...yet it's amazing how a simple switch to a different graphic card can
make the game so much better... I have the 7800 GTX and I still don't get CoD2. I'm having serious FPS drop issues. Even at
the most simple task, getting a count of the number of dudes in an enemy spawn. I get about 4 FPS on medium and anything

above, I get less than 2. Even on the easiest map, just one lane to cross. Other games have a minimum FPS requirement, but for
CoD2 I can 82157476af
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